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Description

1

This kennel, made entirely of stainless steel tile, is a collaborative effort between Jay Goulde of Outdoor Arts Foundation, Jess Wirts of
JCON Commercial, Alan Dezayas of Avon Modular and Troy & Carolyn Secor. It was created for that pampered pooch with a bit of
panache.

2

This kennel from Chris Dyson Architects uses simple and elegant geometry married with a limited material palette to create a sculptural
object as well as a functioning dog home. It has a high grade plywood finish sealed with a touch veneer similar to that used on boat
decking which will allow the ke ...[more]

3

‘Oscar,’the toy poodle, poses with‘Pucci Palace’designed and built by Miranda Knight of MKM mosaics in Bristol.Constructedfrom
curved Marine Ply, it is adorned with more than 4,000 pieces of hand cut stained glass with additional gallsembellishments of gold
mirror, glitter, pearlescent andir ...[more]

4

RESERVE £2000 Our society is becoming increasingly nomadic and aesthetically conscientious. Based on this principle, the
TravelKennel is designed by Studio Lisboeta to look like a super-sized travelling bag that can be 'worn' as a statement accessory. Our
concept plays with the collective memory of ...[more]

5

RESERVE £2000 This fun design is designed and built by London architects Russian for Fish. It is inspired by St Basil’s Cathedral in
Red Square, Moscow, and built from shaped plastic and the orb is decorated with real gold leaf. It has been painstakingly built over just
one month. The dome was fashi ...[more]

6

RESERVE £3000 St Pooch Haus is a collaborative work by Christina Fallah, Fiona, Francois and Amelie of Sterling Studios, and John
Roberts of Lightplan, with supporting roles from Alfie, Pico and Pretzel. The design is inspired by the architecture of St Pancras with the
use of a specific choice of ma ...[more]

7

RESERVE £1500 This kennel is byDenise Jaques of Mosaic Happy, Farnham in Surrey.It is akennelbuilt from wedi board and
jesmonite, adorned with more than 3, 000 pieces of glass and took more than 400 hours to build. Its design is inspired by rhythm, light,
colour and movement.The doghouse is pic ...[more]

8

RESERVE £2000 Created byLondon based Denizen Works and Cantifix, thisglass kennelwithin a kennelis designed to hold 2,000
tennis ballsto ensure your four legged friend never runs out of balls to play with.The design and build time was around 100
hours.Modelling is‘Maisy’theCockapoo. Sponso ...[more]

9

RESERVE £1000 Built by DLM Architects and fabricated by DLM. Designed as a floating monolithic concrete block, the top opens to
reveal a storage area with the front folding down to provide a seated platform. The timber screen allows airflow with the facility to
enclose the kennel for crate training ...[more]

10

RESERVE £1500 Rosie, the border terrier, isin the kennel built by Formation Architects of London, which functions as a piece of
furniture with a storage area for dog's toys in the roof. The kennelhas a removable quilted lining for use outside. When brought inside it’s
transformed into a modern pi ...[more]

11

RESERVE £2000 FT Architectsof Londonwith Bruce Oldfield have createda gold chrome egg-shaped kennel constructed from glass
fibre with a plush red interior.Bertie theBorder terrier ismodelling. It took around 100 hours to design and build this beautiful piece. 'We
were teamed up with Bruce Oldf ...[more]

12

RESERVE £2000 PLYable Design and EDable Architecture. The Kable, where kennel meets table.Dogs love to hang out under the
dinner table, so why not make that space a bit more purpose made? Merge that with eating outside and we've come up with a design
that could be used for both.When the sun's shin ...[more]

13

By Roselind Wilson Design of London with metalwork by DM Design Ltd. The concept for our design developed from our appreciation of
versatlity and authenticity with inspiration drawn from the form, function and flexibility of a crate or shipping container. A crate is also a
secure structure that lend ...[more]

14

RESERVE £1500 The Pooch Palace by Tamara Froud was designed to offer a splash of The Great Gatsby panache with a cosy and
comforting interior space where a dog can feel safe to curl up and rest. The exquisite 3D mosaic interior flows around the pod
complimenting its unique shape. It is a pod that co ...[more]

15

RESERVE £2500 Designed and built by TLA Studio of London with the concept byLouise Glazebrook, it is made from 12 pieces
ofbendable plywood and has a‘rainbow’colour interiorwith a rope base. The ingenious design allows the whole thing to be folded flat.
Posing in the kennel is whippet‘Poppy.’

16

RESERVE £7500 Cloud by Zaha Hadid Design is pictured with‘Ziggy’thePortuguesewater hound.The designis a an elevated, hollow
plywood sphere built on a CNC machine then bonded together before being painstakinglyhand-finished. It was designed to keep a dog's
paws off the cold ground and is thoug ...[more]

17

This beautiful mosaic, Alice in Wonderland-themed kennel is by St Petersburg (Florida) artist Allison Shelly Redd. Complete with “Drink
Me” bottle, Tea Party, and mosaic tiled floor, it’s sure to add color and whimsy for a creative canine! Built by Jess Wirts of JCON
Commercial.

18

RESERVE £5000 By Jane Perkins. St Roch is the Patron Saint of dogs. During the 14th century, St Roch survived the plague having
alledgedly been healed by a dog who licked a wound on his thigh. Inspired by the roadside shrines of Southern Europe, which to my
mind are shaped somewhat like dog kennels, ...[more]

19

RESERVE £3000 Florida artist Eileen Goldenberg's incredible "Dogs Rule II" castle kennel features over 20,000 individual pieces of
gold and silver costume jewellery along with objects d'art found from throughout her travels around the world.This stunning piece is also
decorated inside with a gothi ...[more]

20

Florida artist Jeff Monsein of Splat Paint'sbeautiful tribute to the Royal Wedding is a cake-themed kennel made out of pearlescent white
tile with hand-crafted flowers and icing made out of plaster.

21

Spring flower octagonal Tee Pee mosaic kennel by Natalie Guy of Bournemouth. Made from a marine ply chassis and adorned
540iridescentglass flowers of 5 petals each making up 2500 pieces (hand cut) with mirror centres and white buds. It took a month to
design and build. The miniature Schnauzer is c ...[more]

22

RESERVE £3000 Famed surrealist Jim Warren created this amazing kennel titled the ""Dog Decorator"" complete with a portrait of a
King Charles spaniel on one side and a cartoon on the other.The roof of the kennel is painted with Warren's signature sunset framed
with a multi-coloured heart.

23

Florida artist Sally Evans created this stunning tribute to the King Charles spaniel aptly titled "Sally's Pally".Sally's signature styleis
highlighted on the kennel which featurestwo portraits andtwo crowns, perfect for your favourite Prince or Princess pooch.

24

RESERVE £3000 The walls of St Rovers by Devon-based Sue Smith are stained glass mosaic and the roof is made up from vintage
china. The kennel base is sheet aluminium, kindly made and donated by CPE Pressure Vessels, Tamworth.

25

Florida artist Stephanie Ong created this gorgeous mosaic tile kennel inspired by the abstract expressionist palette she paints with.This
incredibly vibrant kennel features an air vent to make sure your dog can catch a nice breeze on those warm summer days.

26

The Home Sweet Home mosaic kennel is by London mosaic artist Sarah Stanley. It took just over a month to create and is made up of
thousands and thousands of hand-cut pieces of French porcelain, silver leaf, and gold and copper leaf under glass;it really shines and
sparkles in the sunlight. For the ...[more]

27

Florida artist Rasta Geary Taylor created this tribute to the legends of Manchester United Football Club. The kennel features a replica of
Old Trafford with portraits of Wayne Rooney, David Beckham, Christiano Ronaldo, Bobby Charlton, Ryan Giggs and Paul Pogba. Built
by Ralph McCucheon.

28

The design of theK3came from a simple sketch of a hollow cube. While keeping its rigid six-sided structure, the interior space is organic
and free flowing; a negativeshape with no defined edges. The four openings allow for a spacious and easyexperience in every direction,
while not seeming too ...[more]

29

'I approached the design of our BowWow Haus London entry intent on creating a contemporary, dynamic interpretation of the classic
doghouse. I was at first dismayed when I learned that our completed design had to fit into a rather small 40”high x 40”wide x 40”long
shipping crate, but sometimes it is ...[more]

30

Designed by Brian O'Tuama Architects who say: "A Japanese Shiba Inu named Alfie keeps us company in our studio.Our design has
been inspired by his Japanese heritage and by the breed's natural curiousity and alertness.Sheltered indoor and outdoor spaces,
together with walls that vary in their opac ...[more]

31

"At Gruff, we enjoy and utilise a wide range of design and representational techniques, including physical modelling, traditional
draftsmanship and computer generated imagery. 'A Kennel for Otto’ is a playful and functional design, exploring digital fabrication
techniques at a dog scale. The open-to ...[more]

32

Florida artist Jules Burt came to prominence in the early 90s when her work was featured on the set of the television programme
"Friends".Jules' "Bark Gallery" eclectic kennel is a tribute to the ladies of the US and UK in her signature style.The art gallery inside the
kennel features artwork fo ...[more]

33

Designed by piM.studio Architects,PiM.dog is an elegant and playful object; it is at the same time a house and an interactive toy.The
shape of PiM.dog Bow Wow Haus can be rotated in different positions to suit the dog size, or just for fun!It is composed of nine plywood
panels cut via CNC machine ...[more]

34

JH-Collective sought inspiration from the Blue Cross and the animals that they help when designing ‘The Diamond In The Woof’.
Founder of JH-Collective, Jessie, rescues cats and knows only too well the raw vulnerability of these animals we come to love as pets
and has seen how a loving home allows th ...[more]

35

By Green Tea Architects and Ben Fogle with joinery by Shape London. The Green Nest was a fun group collaboration that we created
with input from Ben Fogle who gave us some early suggestions of what he would like. We ran with two of his suggestions in regards to
the use of timber and the fact that h ...[more]

36

Designed by renowned artist Ptolemy Erlington, this untitled piece features upcycled automotive parts including hubcaps and fenders.
Using tremendous skill and talent, Ptolemy has shaped these pieces to create more of a veranda for canines rather than just a kennel. It
is meant to provide shelter wh ...[more]

37

The design features stage lighting, glamorous red curtains and even a bespoke back stage area. Materials and fabrication are by
ChopShop CNC.Inspired by celebrity Russell Watson's show-business life on the stage, Travis Alan Mills has captured the contrasts
between the glamour of the stage and the f ...[more]

38

By Yelo Architects; Fabrication by Vertex Joinery.Our design takes the form of the classic pitched roof dog kennel and reduces it to a
simple cube. The angular lines lost from the removal of the roof are translates into a gold strip embedded in the form, creating two
distinct sections. The base sec ...[more]

39

By Carl Trenfield Architects. On an immediately tangible level, A house for Stanley adopts and then upwardly reflects the quintessential
profile of the kennel. The form is then abstracted in its depth, ensuring the profile is revealed only in elevation. Made of sticks, and a
monument to dogs, it emb ...[more]

40

Florida artist Chelsea Commodari's kennel is a tribute to the late Sir Roger Moore.Titled "For Your Paws Only", the kennel features
white and black Carrera marble tile fashioned to resemble the now famous "Gun Barrel Sequence" that opens every Bond film.A plush
pad is included for dogs to relax ...[more]

41

Condy Lofthouse Architectsand celebrity Anne Robinson have teamed up to create a wonderful doghouse which Anne thinks is the
perfect place for a bit of 'me time' for any four-legged friends. With thanks to MAKE Liverpool for use of the facilities to build this puppy
palace.

42

This beautiful kennel by US architect Derek Ray of Embrace Forever features multiple levels for dogs and cats to chill out and view their
surroundings.

43

By Emil Minkov

44

From Greta Sanders Kusterbeck and Nigel Milligan of Tons of Tile comes this gorgeous kennel made of iridised tile beads and a
bamboo roof.Slats are cut into the kennel to provide cooling air to pass through whilst an artificial grass floor keeps your dogs paws lean
on the inside.

45

The dog on top of the kennel is built by Serena de la Hey of Somerset,famed for building the giant willow man of Bridgwater which is
visible from the M5.The kennel is built by Coates English Willow who have been growing willow forseven generations on the Somerset
levels. The kennel is made from m ...[more]

46

By Francesca Busca: "My aim was to make something resembling a place which a dog would choose in nature: large, dark, ventilated
and dry. A place where to feel safe and relaxed. At the same time, something that showed how a dog belongs to the eco-system just as
much as we do (resembling a manmade st ...[more]

47

This kennel by Safety Harbor artist, Heather Richardson, features mosaic mirrors and bones made of polymer clay... the title, “Game of
Bones,” of course! Inside the kennel, a carpeted floor keeps your puppy's paws dry. Built by Jess Wirts of JCON Commercial

48

By Ivan Djidev who says: 'I was inspired to create a small temple from the wooden kennel that I got at the beginning of this amazing
project. My ideas was to create a special place where a dog can relax once insie and be playful with the outside decoration. I used
different kinds of colourful glass ...[more]

49

Created by staff of the Outdoor Arts Foundation, the Canine Campanile is inspired by the Campanile di San Marco in Venice.The kennel
features natural stone with a green glass tile roof. Built by Jess Wirts of JCON Commercial.

50

Venezuelan-born artist Joanne Osborn’s kennel titled “English Garden Daydream” is beautifully painted in soft iridescent tones with
images of miniature schnauzers and dachshunds.Inside, there is an artificial grass floor and decorated walls to keep your dog happy
inside and out. It was built by Je ...[more]

51

This unique kennel from art teacher Martha Deambrose and several of her students at Tampa Preparatory Schoolis titled "Wags and
Waves" and features acrylic portholes so your best friend can get a 360 view of their surroundings.Beautiful shades of tourquoise and
yellow glass are featured on allfi ...[more]

52

At Petplan, we know our pets are part of the family and only the best is good enough for them. Therefore, we created Barkingham
Palace as our Kings and Queens need somewhere extra special to lay their heads. We also created a few extra touches, including our
Petplan customer wallpaper and ‘Paw-time ...[more]

53

This beautiful kennel titled "Take Paws" from Florida artist Rich Brown features a dog sculpture on top, hand carved from a single block
of reclaimed wood.A comfy rug is providedfor the inside to make sure your pampered pooch stays nice and warm.

54

This lovely contemporary kennel from Peruvian-born, New York based architect Rosa Gamarra features perspex so your dog can get a
lovely view ofits surroundings.A battery powered light inside ensures your best friend will never be left in the dark.Included is a cosy rug
so your pampered pooch ca ...[more]

55

This bespoke doghouse is by Design Haus Liberty and built by Fabtech Engineering.Our four legged furry friend gets a modern
interpretation of Palladio's classic architectural icon: The Villa Rotunda. Except for this millennial mutt, we have celebrated the new aged
pup by featuring mirrored arcs aro ...[more]

56

This gorgeous Jamaican-themed kennel by Florida artists Dee Rodriques and Silas Beach is made with a wood frame and is entirely
covered in mosaic glass.A portrait of Bob Marley is featured on one of the sides to make sure your Maga Dog is a happy dog. Built by
Jess Wirts of JCON Commercial.

57

By Sue Penrose.Made from mirror, glass and ceramic tiles. Designed to bring year round sunshine and joy to you and your dog.

58

A terrace in the round of varying sizes of doghouses with a central drinking bowl forms SPARKS' convivial Reservoir Dogs, one of two
designs for this exhibition by the company.The terrace is composed of unique doghouses fabricated from a variety of recycled materials.
When placed side by side, they ...[more]

59

All dogs love to play, especially around water. Studio Octopi has taken the brief for a kennel and thrown it in some water, designing the
first ever amphibious dog house. A kennel shouldn’t be only a place to retreat to, but also a place that stimulates exercises and
entertains. Thinking about all t ...[more]

60

The concept of the design "less is more" is based on an idea of having one flexible unique kennel design which can be transformed in
four different shapes by rotating the structure from left or right."Bart House" minimalist design is characterized by the simplicity and clear
lines which emphasize t ...[more]

61

Designed by Studio Shaw.

62

This kennel is by SPARK Architects. Polyethylene terephthalate, commonly abbreviated PET, is the most common thermoplastic
polymer used for plastic containers, primarily bottle production.A million plastic bottles are bought around the world every minute with
more than 480bn plastic drinking bott ...[more]

